
 Team Meeting - December 5th 2021 

 Raj - prayer 

 Maggie - announcements 

 Marcy - titles to the GP sessions, Helen had thought of this, naming the sessions as lessons. 
 Claire and Helen to look at further. 

 Caroline - Chakra meetings, would Helen consider doing an extra class ? 
 Caroline - shop:- mala beads, scarves, pictures, to look at further 

 Helen discussed satsangs, and shop being a way of funding the room hire 

 Gaynor - would like to get involved again after maternity leave, any small role - maybe chat to 
 Caroline to research items for the shop 

 Michael - asked when next GP session is, discussed with Helen the new ambassador role. He is 
 arranging email templates for queries. 

 Caroline - asking about sanghas between Christmas and New Year, discussed everyone having 
 a break at this time 

 Videhya - some feedback from sanghas regarding there being a lot of information and being 
 overwhelmed, Helen discussed that there has been a lot going on and it will calm down 

 Savitur - asked about cohosts on sanghas, to bring it up more at the actual sanghas. Helen 
 discussed that she is hoping for further sanghas based around the core teachings. A reminder 
 from Maggie that sangha hosts should be part of the GP program and have been a member for 
 at least 3 months 

 Michael - is the US retreat open to all - yes as this is the first US retreat that Helen is holding. 
 There will be opportunities after this for GP retreats in the USA, this retreat will not be a silent 
 retreat and Helen is looking at growing the sangha community as part of the retreat 

 Sharon - feedback form sanghas, people attending are really happy with the way the snaghas 
 are run and the way the material is presented in the sanghas 


